IBM Lead to Cash
A step change in performance through
real-time dynamic optimization—with
data analytics, automation and AI

What if you could maximize the value
of every customer interaction?
Lead to cash workflows are no doubt at the heart of your
organization, but are they still delivering the value your sellers
and customers require? The answer is likely no, because your
teams and processes aren’t truly set up with a customer-first
focus. Data is often siloed and fragmented, thus making it difficult
to measure value. Modernizing your lead to cash workflows can
help you achieve faster speed to insights. Imagine if your sellers
were empowered with customer and product data at their
fingertips to maximize every interaction—and customers could
self-serve when applicable. By implementing IBM® Lead to
Cash intelligent workflows, it’s all possible.
Workflows are how things get done in an organization.
So how is an intelligent workflow different?
Intelligent workflows are predictive, automated, agile and
transparent. They help you digitally transform your finance
processes at speed, delivering greater value to your sellers,
support functions, customers and partners. This process
innovation combines your team’s expertise and leading
technologies like AI and automation, as well as internal and
external data sources. And it’s all enabled on the cloud
platforms of your choice.

The IBM Lead to Cash solution can help
deliver these potential outcomes:
– 30% improved cash flow 1
– 35% increased customer satisfaction 1
– 25% better sales effectiveness 1
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The IBM Lead to Cash process functions
like a smart pipeline accelerator based
on intelligent workflows

We lead with intelligent workflows that are
customer-centric at the core
IBM Lead to Cash intelligent workflows augment your
back, middle and front office processes with advanced
technologies, such as machine learning, natural language
recognition and robotic process automation. Having full visibility
across the sales process enables strategic end-to-end business
value that helps keep the payment cycle moving forward,
speeding time to close while keeping cash flow in check.
Intelligent workflows put an end to data silos that can slow
sales revenue, inhibit cash flow and provide less-than-ideal
customer experiences.

Process-led transformation is more than possible
with intelligent workflows
IBM applies its process innovation approach, rich domain and
industry expertise, along with tools like IBM benchmark wizard
and component business models, to do a maturity assessment,
with results defining the transformation roadmap. Intelligent
workflows are then implemented to drive greater efficiencies with
modular solutions that sit on top of your existing infrastructure.
This provides flexibility, addresses variability, unifies processes
and applies historical data in real time.

Dynamic delivery framework provides a resilient
operating model
IBM Dynamic Delivery enables a culture of self-driven,
empowered and motivated cross-functional teams in a resilient
delivery model. AI-enabled tools are implemented to manage
data during transitions. Our agile ways of working help build
a culture of continuous improvement and a flexible operating
model, yielding lower costs and greater efficiencies.
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Our agile workforce is equipped with rich domain,
industry and technology expertise
IBM has a robust workforce that’s constantly refreshing
its domain, industry and technology skills to keep up with
changing business environments and technology advancements.
Our AI-based, personalized learning system, FutureSkills+,
enables our teams to identify and acquire the skills they need
as part of a continuous learning curve.

The IBM Garage methodology promotes co-design and
co-creation of intelligent workflows
The IBM Garage™ methodology is a unique framework
that helps drive meaningful, measurable and innovative
transformation—fast. As we work together on your vision,
we collaborate with IBM experts and IBM Business Partner
domain experts to facilitate your specific lead to cash journey.
With over 4,000 process maps aligned to best-in-class
standards, we have a strong 12,000 lead to cash practitioner
community to help solve your business challenges.

IBM Garage methodology
delivers real value:
– 10 times more innovation ideas
– 67% faster speed to value
– 102% average return on investment 2
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Our differentiators: What sets
IBM Lead to Cash apart
Harnessing and unlocking leading technologies:
As a recognized provider of leading technologies,
we help orchestrate modern technologies like AI
automation to serve your unique workflows.
Building incremental value:
We develop intelligent workflows with you that build
momentum, creating greater value as more processes
and tasks are integrated.

Our own transformation with IBM
Lead to Cash intelligent workflows
has shown a significant reduction in
transactional time. Read the full story.

Creating greater transparency:
We work with you to provide transparency across
your lead to cash intelligent workflow and processes
to achieve critical visibility, efficiency, flexibility
and collaboration.
Scalable innovation and transformation:
We co-create with you to take innovation and
transformation from strategy to implementation,
with scalability across your organization. We track
your progress, improve employee experience and
work with you to deliver go-to-market solutions.
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Benefit from our experience: Adopt the
3 principles of IBM Lead to Cash workflows
Empower positive stakeholder experiences
Integrated process orchestration and implementation across
lead to cash is our primary focus. Users across your value
chain benefit from cohesive, automated lead to cash process
management. These processes include programs, such as
Configure Price Quote, contract and order management, billing
and invoicing, collections and disputes, and cash applications.
Using data, AI, technology and automation to configure the
business process platform makes it easier for your users to
manage and navigate multiple system interfaces.

Manage for impact
Our vision is for the process platform to use data, AI and analytics
to automatically become the process engine. The only exceptions
would be those managed by a human workforce for outcomes
most important to the client like cash flow and cost to serve.
The platform focuses on the needs of the users, enabling
the business process that’s powered by IBM innovation using:
–
–
–
–
–

Unstructured data and structured data
Intelligent routing of tasks and action to approve or resolve
Virtual agents to assist users on query management
Cognitive advisors to historic analysis of data trends
Social domains for actionable insights, if required

Deliver speed to value
Since IBM prebuilt the lead to cash platform through a process
lens, we know there’s an element of customization and tailoring
that’s required for clients in different industries. Using the IBM
Garage methodology, we collaborate with clients to co-tailor
these consumable assets in a short period of time.

Your back office, reinvented
Less time administrating, more time innovating
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Use cases
01

03

We reimagined our own finance and procurement processes

End-to-end process visibility and management

Problem: Long processes and siloed communications
across a heavily matrixed organization like IBM can lead to
customer frustration, such as long quote and contract turn
times. Reinventing a complex business process inside a large
organization is no small undertaking. We knew that modernizing
processes could take months or even years to see results.

Problem: A major consumer packed goods company had
disparate systems that created siloed processes and workers’
actions. The silos prohibited visibility across its landscape,
resulting in suboptimal outcomes for both the organization
and its customers.

Solution: Our IBM team knew we could optimize our new shared
services model by assessing the workflow from end to end. We
soon realized that we should also be looking at the organizational
structure—and identify a single owner across the entire function.
We needed to streamline automation of marketing, configuring,
selling and contracting processes. Together, IBM employees
created a single source of truth across the entire IBM portfolio.
We call it lead to cash.
Business benefit: Lead to cash workflows greatly improved
the user experience for our buyers and sellers. Our manual,
repetitive tasks were transformed into intelligent workflows for
increased accuracy and efficiency while feeding the cognitive
function with deeper insight.

Solution: To gain knowledge from customer purchases, payment
patterns and trends, we worked closely with the client to implement
IBM Lead to Cash. Our team also recommended process changes
that included intelligent workflow reconfigurations that would
help to break down siloed processes.
Business benefit: The consumer client used our AI models to
enable collections and has been able to reduce its overdue debt
while providing headcount efficiencies in the invoice to cash
process. Visibility and management over its processes have
helped accelerate their lead to cash workflows.

02
Single source of truth
Problem: This telecom leader needed to streamline its order to
cash service while reimagining the entire end-to-end workflow.
It realized that modern technologies were needed to improve
operational efficiencies.

IBM is optimizing more than
62 million lead to cash
transactions annually.

Solution: We helped the company drive efficiencies and reduce
costs through process standardization and optimization. The
IBM Lead to Cash intelligent workflow solution was deployed
over the top of its existing IT infrastructure, avoiding the need
for a major IT transformation.
Business benefit: The telecom leader realized a global
operations transformation that provides greater transparency
across its order management process. With deeper analytical
insights, it has improved decision-making and productivity
through speed and accuracy.
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“By focusing on customer needs and
optimizing our sellers’ end-to-end
experience, we provide composable
lead to cash capabilities that
continue to evolve.”
— Theresa Dirker, Vice President,
Enterprise Services Transformation & Enablement

Why IBM?
We transform businesses by integrating business
platforms and intelligent workflows in hybrid multicloud
environments with a major focus on delivering superior
customer experiences. Our unique lead to cash methodology
embraces our keen understanding of leading technologies,
and our deep process and industry expertise, as well as an
ecosystem of skilled IBM Business Partners and resources.
Let us help you enable your business innovation at scale.

We’re committed to helping you achieve
business value. Learn more about our
lead to cash solution and speak to an
IBM expert about lead to cash process
reinvention for your business.
Get started now
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